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DESCRIPTION
A person who invests money in the anticipation of a profit or 
future advantage is known as an investor (interest). The bulk 
of the time, the investor uses these allocated cash to buy some 
sort of property. Investment kinds include equity, debt, 
securities, real estate, infrastructure, cash, commodities, 
tokens, derivatives including put and call options. This 
definition does not distinguish between primary market 
participants and secondary market investors. In other words, 
people who buy stock in a firm and those who invest money in 
it. A shareholder is a stockholder who owns shares. The entity 
of efforts and operations to observe, safeguard, and enforce a 
person's rights and claims are defined by the term "investor 
protection." The presumption of a need for protection is based 
on the observation that, due to a lack of specialized expertise, 
information, or experience, financial investors are frequently 
structurally inferior to producers of financial services and 
products. Stronger investor safeguards are associated with 
quicker economic growth than weaker investor protections. In 
order for investors to make educated decisions, public 
corporations must provide accurate financial reporting. 
Fairness of the market, or everyone having access to the same 
information, is another aspect of investor protection. By 
allowing the business to benefit from the financier's 
reputation, a financier can also contribute to the success of a 
financed venture. The more knowledgeable and skilled a 
financier is, the more they will be able to a financier is a 
person who manages finances. Venture capitalists, hedge fund 
managers, trust fund managers, accountants, stockbrokers, 
financial consultants, and even public treasurers are among 
the financial professionals who need degrees and licences. 
Personal investing, on the other hand, has no restrictions and 
is available to everyone through the stock market or through 

requests for cash made during the course of conversation.

In the sense that it has expertise in liquidating the kind of 
company it is financing to, a financier "will be a specialist 
financial intermediary."

Types of investors

Retail investor: Private investors (including trusts on behalf of 
individuals, and umbrella companies formed by two or more to 
pool investment funds), financiers (individuals and groups), 
investor in sweat equity.

Institutional investor: Companies that invest, either directly or 
through a captive fund; pension plans that invest on behalf of 
employees. Mutual funds, hedge funds, and other funds, the 
ownership of which may or may not be traded publicly, are 
employed by universities, churches, and other institutions (these 
funds typically pool money raised from their owner-subscribers to 
invest in securities). Large money managers, sovereign wealth 
funds, and investors could all be categorized based on their 
investing approaches. Risk attitude is a crucial characteristic of 
investor psychology in this regard.

CONCLUSION
The concept of "investor protection" refers to the actions taken to 
uphold, defend, and enforce the rights and claims of an 
individual who plays the position of an investor. The French 
word financier comes from finance or payment. Venture 
capitalists, hedge fund managers, accountants, stockbrokers, 
financial counsellors, and even public treasurers can all be 
considered financiers. Personal investing is available to everyone 
through the stock market.
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